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A Smart Service from CCL: 
Clever solutions to everyday data challenges

Our Smart Discovery 
service is designed to 
enable organisations to 
fully exploit discovery 
software and solutions 
even for small projects – 
putting to rest concerns 
that the cost might 
outweigh the practicality. 
It’s all about maximising 
the outcome, minimising 
the outlay.    

Aimed at law firms and in-
house legal teams, it gives 
clients a full EDRM* solution 
but with the reassurance of 
affordable fixed pricing. It 
can be invaluable for Early 
Case Assessment, or internal/
corporate investigations 
as well as underpinning 
end-to-end disclosure for 
litigation, dispute resolution 
or regulatory response.

•  Scoping questionnaire 
completed by client 

•  Quotation in < 48 hours – 
fixed price promise

•  CCL-managed upload of data 
into Relativity-powered review 
platform 

•  CCL-managed processing 
to get data ‘review ready’ 
– including filtering, 
deduplication and searching to 
minimise review data set and 
costs

Smart
Discovery

Fixed but flexible
As with all of CCL’s Smart Services, Smart Discovery is offered as 
a standard, fixed-price offering so clients know exactly what they 
are getting each and every time. 

A number of flexible add-ons – such as forensic collections and 
managed review - are also available where a more bespoke 
service is required.

•  Required number of 
RelativityOne user licenses for 
client review – including usage 
of Analytics function to power 
through the transformation of 
data into insight 

•  Production round(s)

•  Hosting with an initial five 
hours of consulting support – 
tap into our Relativity experts 
and discovery specialists 

•  Option to flex service where 
required, for example, by 
adding in data collections, 
managed review, additional 
productions, or extending 
timeframes or volumes

Deliverables:
Smart Discovery is an easy to procure, easy to use service for 
those wanting to leverage an EDRM* solution without onerous 
contractual commitments:

* EDRM = Electronic Discovery Reference Model
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CCL Solutions Group is one 
of Europe’s leading digital 
forensics, data investigation 
and eDiscovery specialists. 

Our suite of Smart Services has been designed to help clients 
tackle a wide range of data-oriented challenges efficiently 
and effectively. They provide a standard, robust solution 
every time, with complete price certainty from the outset.

An overview of our process:

Smart
Discovery

Identify

Collect Preserve

Review

Locating potential 
sources of ESI* & 
determining its scope, 
breadth & depth

Gathering ESI* for 
further use in the 
e-discovery process 
(processing, review, etc)

Ensuring that ESI* 
is protected against 
inappropriate alteration 
or destruction

Evaluating ESI* for 
relevance & privilege

Produce Delivering ESI* to others in appropriate forms  
using appropriate delivery mechanisms

Smart Discovery Scope

Present
Displaying ESI* before audiences (at depositions, hearings, trials, etc) 
especially in native & near native forms to elicit further information, 
validate existing facts or positions or persuade an audience

*ESI = Electronic Stored Information

Process

Reducing the volume 
of ESI* & connecting 
it, if necessary to 
forms more suitable 
for review & analysis

Analyse

Evaluating ESI* for 
content & context, 
including key patterns, 
topics, people & 
discussions


